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Sunrooms are basic room additions that everyone would want to have in their homes. These can be
a good investment for the future as the resale worth of homes can be significantly boosted. These
can also serve as the perfect hangout where homeowners can relax and enjoy after a tiring day of
work. As a matter of fact, they can also turn these spaces into home offices where they can be
productive while enjoying comfort and convenience.

According to window and home remodeling experts, the key to creating the best sunrooms relies on
the type of glass being used. Since these structures are made of 75 to 90 percent glass attached to
solid frames, it is just right to choose the types that provide the greatest appeal and durability. To
help you decide on which will best suit your dream sunroom, here are the different glass variants to
choose from.

Efficient Insulator

If your dream sunrooms are those that can provide insulation efficiency, double and triple glass
panes can be used for construction. The extra layers can sure make itâ€™s difficult for heat to escape,
thus making homes warmer during the cold days of winter season. During summer months, double
and triple sunroom glasses can even reflect sunrays. Their efficiency can be further enhanced by
the air or gases filling the layers of glass.

Durable

Conversely, if you are looking for glass that can protect your homes against shatter hazards, then
tempered glasses are the most appropriate solution for you. You can ask reliable Louisville windows
replacement contractors to install these materials. This type of glass does not shatter easily upon
impact; hence, homes and dwellers can be shielded against potential dangers, especially during
storms.

Affordable

There are also options like single solex and single pane glasses. The former can grant sunrooms
Louisville KY homes have with a green tint designed to prevent heat from penetrating into the room.
These can also reflect UV rays, making it perfect for indoor sunbathing. However, the solex variants
are not as affordable as single pane glasses. The latter may be a lot cheaper, but it does not
compromise safety and durability. In fact, these are mostly used in seasonal sunrooms, making the
glass perfect all year round.

Environment-Friendly

If homeowners are after environmental-friendliness, they can ask Louisville KY windows
replacement experts to install low emission glasses. These chemically-coated panels can allow light
into the room minus the harmful rays. This also comes in a variety of colors; thus, homeowners can
have more options for their sunrooms. 
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For more details, search a Louisville windows,a sunrooms Louisville KY and a KY windows in
Google for related information.
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